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By FRANK CLARK
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A Low Number Pair

COLLECTORS ALWAYS SEEM TO LIKE LOW
numbers and matching sets. I am the same way and

have quite a few low numbers in the small size series. I
also have matching sets of notes that have the same seri-
al numbers,
but are of dif-
ferent series.

I did ven-
ture out of the
small size
arena into this
specialized
area a decade
ago when I
purchased a
Series of 1918
$1 Federal
Reserve Bank
Note on
Dallas with

Federal Reserve Bank Note on Atlanta with serial num-
ber F24A.

As a beginning numismatist many years ago and liv-
ing in the southeastern part of the country, I had
noticed that most of the few notes with which I had
come into contact had a large "F" on them and came
from my hometown of Atlanta, Georgia. In the centric
universe of a small child, I assumed that the "F" on the
note, the fact that my first name began with and
that my hometown was displayed on the notes was
somehow mysteriously tied in together.

Later, I realized it was all a coincidence when I
found out there were other cities listed on our currency,
plus other clues that led me to abandon my "F" theory.

This was also
the time span
when I thought
the Baltimore
Colts had a
"U" and not a
horseshoe on
their helmets.
This "U" rep-
resented alle-
giance team
members had
for their quar-
terback,
Johnny Unitas!
I eventually

serial number K24A. This note fit right in with my
Dallas collection of notes and it had a great serial num-
ber.

Later, I began to notice that other Federal Reserve
districts had low serial number notes. One of those dis-
tricts was the Atlanta Federal Reserve district. This was
fortunate for me since Atlanta was my hometown, so I
decided to keep an eye out for a Series of 1918 $1

caught on there, too!
Over the years, I had seen several low serial num-

bers in the Series of 1918 $1 FRBN's on Atlanta, but
never F24A.

Well, recently after a search of over ten years that
was not comprehensive, I was able to acquire F24A and
place it beside K24A in my collection. They make a
nice pair and are pictured.
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